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This Documentation gives due consideration to the prevailing state-of-the-art at the time of publication. Anyone using PSI Documentations
must assume responsibility for his or her actions and acts at their own risk. The prostep ivip Association and the parties involved in drawing
up the Documentation assume no liability whatsoever.
We request that anyone encountering an error or the possibility of an incorrect interpretation when using the Documentations contact the
prostep ivip Association (psi-issues@prostep.com) immediately so that any errors can be rectified.

Copyright
I.	All rights on this PSI Documentation, in particular the copyright rights of use and sale such as the right to duplicate, distribute or publish
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1		 Introduction
JT has become a widely used standard format for product visualization in the industry. The prostep ivip Association and the German
Association of the Automotive Industry (VDA) are driving this adoption with three connected projects focusing on both users and vendors
communities with:
– The prostep ivip / VDA JT Workflow Forum,
– The prostep ivip / VDA JT Implementor Forum and
– The prostep ivip / VDA JT Application Benchmark.
From the start, these projects have continuously developed JT recommendations and implementation guidelines; performed benchmarks,
documented requirements and discussed issues.
In August 2010, the prostep ivip Association submitted a JT specification to ISO for standardization. ISO published it as ISO 14306
international standard in December 2012.
In June 2016 prostep ivip released the «JT Industrial Application Package» version 2 (PSI 14/JT IAP v2): An enhanced specification of JT,
combining guidelines and latest use case requirements. This PSI recommendation is compatible with the JT ISO standard released in 2012
and provides latest capabilities of the file format. It was also released as DIN Spec 91383 in 2018.
As the latest in a row of eight benchmarks, this JT Application Benchmark was carried out in 2018 to achieve an independent evaluation of
the progress being made concerning the development of JT translators and viewing applications. The object of testing was the PSI 14/DIN
Spec 91383 JT specification. Additionally, the interoperability between JT and the STEP AP242 Business Object (BO) Model XML schema
(published as ISO Standard ISO 10303-242:2014) was also part of the benchmark.
The benchmark was managed by the JT Workflow Forum and JT Implementor Forum. Because the benchmark is an independent activity, it
was financed directly by the two organizations, the prostep ivip Association and the VDA, and not by the participating companies, whose
products were tested. It is a neutral test of trendsetting JT applications against selected criteria. Therefore, the results of the benchmark
cannot only be used to evaluate the application of JT in PLM environments, but also for improvement of the interoperability of the applications.
As such applications are undergoing a permanent development; the benchmark can only give a snapshot of the functions and qualities of
the applications.
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2		 Approach
The JT Application Benchmark is a joint activity of the prostep ivip Association and the VDA aiming at a neutral evaluation of actual
JT applications. Focal points of the 8th JT Application Benchmark were the following:
– The test of CAD to JT and JT to CAD translators;
– The state of the art of JT and STEP AP242 XML interaction;
– The performance of viewing applications.
From the start, these projects have continuously developed JT recommendations and implementation guidelines; performed benchmarks,
documented requirements and discussed issues.

2.1

Four Steps

Based on lessons learned from previous benchmarks, the JT Workflow and JT Implementor Forum agreed on the following four-step approach:
1. The JT Workflow Forum clarified the target intent for the benchmark and provided details on the expected outcome.
2.	The vendors made proposals for the JT file scope, configuration settings and evaluation approach which in their eyes would best fit
the requirements.
3.	A proof of concept / test run for the benchmark was conducted, using agreed-on settings and test models, with close involvement
of the vendors.
4. After the successful test run, the actual benchmark was conducted.
Figure 1 shows which tasks were performed by the involved actors during the benchmark.
The involved actors are the following:
– The prostep ivip JT Workflow Forum (JT-WF)
– The participating vendors from the prostep ivip / VDA JT Implementor Forum
– PROSTEP AG (PS, as service provider)

Figure 1: Process and involved actors

In the first step, the definition phase, JT Workflow Forum members set the focus of the benchmark and defined the test criteria. They specified
source and target formats (native CAD or neutral) in addition and chose appropriate test models.
The second step was the Pre-Test, which was conducted by the participating JT application vendors. In this phase, they tested the feasibility
of given test models and test criteria. They hereby had to find and optimize their tool configuration to achieve best results. These resulting
configuration settings were finally provided for the benchmark testing.
In the third step, the benchmark testing was conducted by PROSTEP. Software made available by the vendors was installed, tests were
performed, and results were analyzed.
In the fourth step, the preliminary results were discussed with vendors to correct usage errors, to get statements regarding further development of the affected software and to resolve identified issues.
The last step is the publication of all results in a public available short report and in a detailed long report that is available for all VDA and
prostep ivip members.
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2.2

Building Blocks

This benchmark was composed of two building blocks: the translation quality benchmark and the viewer benchmark.
In the translation quality benchmark, the results of CAD to JT and STEP AP242 XML translations and the results of JT and STEP AP242
XML to CAD translations were evaluated in two steps.
–	CAD to JT translations: Translation of CATIA V5-6R2016, Creo4 and NX11 CAD models to JT and STEP AP242 XML with quality
checks regarding geometry (XT-BREP), assembly structure, attributes and PMI annotations.
–	JT to CAD translations: Translation of the JT and STEP AP242 XML models that were created during the first translation step back
to CATIA V5-6R2016, Creo4 and NX11 CAD models with quality checks regarding geometry (BREP), assembly structure, attributes
and PMI annotations.
In the second part of the benchmark, the files created in the first step of the translation quality benchmark were loaded with several viewers.
It was checked if the geometry, product structure, PMI annotations and attributes could be displayed correctly.

2.3

Documentation

This short report is made publicly available; a long report with more detailed information is provided to the members of prostep ivip and VDA.
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3		 Criteria
The following criteria were defined by the JT Workflow Forum. Details, especially the validation methods, were elaborated in collaboration
with the JT Implementor Forum.

3.1

Translation Quality Benchmark

The translation quality benchmark focused on the application of different options for converting assembly structure. The investigated options
were one JT file for the entire assembly and a STEP AP242 XML file containing the assembly structure with references to JT files holding
the parts’ geometry. The used CAD source formats for the CAD to JT translations and the target CAD formats for the JT to CAD translations
were CATIA V5-6R2016, Creo 4 and NX 11. The used JT format for all translations was JT according to DIN SPEC 91383.

3.1.1

Structural Criteria

Independent from the used option for the file structure, the resulting models should fulfill the following criteria:
–  The assembly structure in the target system is equivalent to source assembly structure
–  The positions of all instances are correct in target application
– The instantiation of components in assembly are equivalent to source definition

3.1.2

Geometry Criteria

Regarding the correctness of geometry, the models were checked with two tools from different vendors; ASFALIS from Elysium and CADIQ
from ITI. The tolerance for geometry deviations was set to 0.01 mm.

3.1.3

Attribute Criteria

Regarding the correct translation of metadata from CAD to JT and STEP AP242 XML, three categories of attributes were checked:
–  The CAD properties defined in the JT ISO specification.
–  The translator information defined in the JT-IF Implementation Guideline (chapter “Translator Information”).
– User-defined properties created on different nodes of the assembly structure.
For the JT and STEP AP242 XML to CAD translation tests, only the user-defined attributes were checked. The reason for this was that
guidelines regarding attributes for the JT to CAD conversion did not exist when this benchmark was conducted.

3.2

Translation Quality Benchmark

In the second part of this benchmark, the performance of viewing applications was tested. For this, the JT and STEP AP242 XML files created
in the translator tests were loaded into the viewers. The criteria for successful tests were as follows:
– Successful import of the file to the viewer
– Correct display of geometry
– Correct display of product structure
– Capability to view attributes
– Correct display of PMI annotations and model views
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4		 Testing
The benchmark tests were executed at PROSTEP to assure neutral testing and documentation. The vendors provided the software to be
benchmarked and licenses for the runtime of the benchmark testing and evaluation.

4.1

Configuration and Settings

The vendors of the translators were asked to provide the configuration and settings that would fit best to the benchmark criteria.

4.2

Translation Quality Benchmark

Table 1 gives an overview of the participating vendors in the translation quality benchmark. It also shows who participated in the CAD to
JT tests or in the JT to CAD tests.

Vendor

CAD to JT

JT to CAD

Elysium

Yes

Yes

Siemens PLM

Yes

Yes

Theorem

Yes

Yes

T-Systems

Yes

Yes

Table 1: Vendor participation in the translation quality benchmark

4.2.1

Tested Translators

Table 2 gives an overview of the translators tested in the CAD to JT test of the translation quality benchmark. It also shows which CAD
systems were supported by each translator.
Vendor

Translator

Version

CATIA V5-6R2016

Creo 4

NX 11

Elysium

Asfalis

EX 8.0.7

x

x

x

Siemens PLM

JT bi-directional
translator for CatiaV5

12.0

x

-

-

Siemens PLM

JT translator for
ProE/Creo

13.2

-

x

-

Siemens PLM

NX

12.0

-

-

x

Theorem

CADverter

20.2

x

-

-

T-Systems

COM/FOX

6.4.5

x

-

-

Table 2: Benchmarked JT translators and supported CAD formats in the CAD to JT tests
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Table 3 gives an overview of the translators tested in the JT to CAD tests of the translation quality benchmark. It also shows which of the
tested CAD systems were supported by each translator. A short summary for each check tool is listed in the following sub-chapters.
Vendor

Translator

Version

CATIA V5-6R2016

Creo 4

NX 11

Elysium

Asfalis

EX 8.0.7

x

x

x

Siemens PLM

JT bi-directional translator for CatiaV5

12.0

x

-

-

Siemens PLM

NX

12.0

-

-

x

Theorem

CADverter

20.2

x

-

-

T-Systems

COM/FOX

6.4.5

x

-

-

T-Systems

COM/FOX

6.4.5

x

-

-

Table 3: Benchmarked JT translators and supported CAD formats in the JT to CAD tests

4.2.1.1 Elysium: ASFALIS
Tested Version: EX 8.0.7
ASFALIS is a server-based, client-controlled translator and supports several data formats such as CATIA, Creo, NX, JT and SolidWorks in
both directions, CAD to JT and JT to CAD.

4.2.1.2 Siemens PLM: JT bi-directional translator for CatiaV5
Tested Version: 12.0
The JT Bi-directional Translator for CATIA V5 can be used to translate CATIA V5 files to JT files and JT files to CATIA V5 files. CATProduct,
CATPart, CGR, and CATShape files created in CATIA V5 worksessions can be converted to JT files. The translator can be operated by using
the interface, which is installed in CATIA V5, by using an interface through the operating system, or by using command prompt options. JT
can be translated to CATIA V5 CATProduct and CATPart files by using command prompt options.

4.2.1.3 Siemens PLM: JT translator for ProE/Creo
Tested Version: V13.2
The Pro/ENGINEER translator can be used to convert Pro/ENGINEER models to JT file types. It can be operated by using a graphic interface
or by using command prompt options, which creates a defined batch process for translating files.

4.2.1.4 Siemens PLM: NX
Tested Version: 12.0
NX is a CAD system which is capable of reading and writing many neutral and native data formats. These include JT.

4.2.1.5 Theorem: CADverter
Tested Version: 20.2
The CATIA V5 to JT CADverter is a bi-directional direct database converter for CATIA V5 and the JT file format. It enables the user to convert
all forms of 3-dimensional mechanical design geometry and assembly data, together with system defined attribute information and color
information, between these two systems.

4.2.1.6 T-Systems: COM/FOX
Tested Version: 6.4.5
COM/FOX is a translator for CATIA V5. It is able to translate CATIA V5 files to and from multiple neutral data formats, including JT and STEP
AP242 XML.
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4.2.2

Assembly Test Models

The test models were the torque converter assembly which was already used in previous JT and STEP benchmarks. It is available in all
tested source formats. It contains several sub-assemblies and multiple instances of several parts. Therefore, it fits the criteria of the translation
quality benchmark. User-defined attributes were added to the model on different assembly nodes.
Figure 2 shows the NX test model and its assembly structure. The Catia V5 and Creo test models have a similar structure.

Figure 2: Torque converter test model

The added properties are:
- “Benchmark_Top_Level” on the main assembly level;
- “Benchmark_Sub_Level” on the housing sub-assembly;
- “Benchmark_Part_Level” on the housing part.
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4.2.3

PMI Test Models

The models for the PMI tests were newly created. Based on the results of a survey done among members of several prostep ivip project
groups, the models contain the most relevant PMI as identified by the participating user companies. The models were created in all tested
CAD formats. It is planned for the models to be used for several prostep ivip activities in the future and to update and extend them according
to requirements from the projects.
The models form a vise assembly, with the parts Base, Cheek, Spindle and Pole.

Figure 3: Vise test model
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The models contain the following PMI annotations:
Category
Form

Orientation

Location

Additional
Symbols

Tolerance
Frame

ISO 5459

Basic Spec
for linear size

Symbol

Description

Model

Profile any line

Cheek

Profile any surface

Base

Parallelism

Base

Perpendicularity

Cheek, Spindle

Position

Base, Cheek

Projected tolerance zone

Base

Maximum material
requirement

Base

tolerance frame: datum

Base, Cheek, Spindle

tolerance frame: circular
tolerance zone

Spindle

multiple feature

Base

multiple geometric
characteristics for a
feature

Base

two or more tolerances
of the same characteristic

Cheek, Pole

Datum feature indication

Base, Cheek, Spindle

Maximum material
requirement

Base

Nominal size

all PMI test models

Table 4: PMI Annotations in test models
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4.2.4

Testing Procedure

Figure 4 gives an overview of the CAD-JT-CAD benchmark testing procedure. The quality of each individual step was checked and the
errors that had occurred in the first step did not affect the results of the second step.
Product structure, PMI and attributes were checked manually, while the geometry was checked using ASFALIS and CADIQ.

Figure 4: Testing procedure for CAD-JT-CAD benchmark

4.3
4.3.1

Viewer Benchmark
Tested Viewing Applications

The tested viewing applications include basic viewers as well as more advanced engineering tools with functionalities for collaboration,
simulation, planning and analysis.

4.3.1.1 Siemens PLM JT2Go
Tested Version: 11.2.2
JT2Go is a basic viewer, which is available for free.

4.3.1.2 TECHNIA LiteBox3D
Tested Version: 2018.3
LiteBox3D is an easy and free to use JT viewer, based on the specification of the JT ISO standard. It can be enhanced for multiple use cases.

4.3.1.3 Siemens PLM Teamcenter Vis Base & Professional
Tested Version: 11.2.2
Teamcenter Vis is a scalable solution for different engineering visualization use cases. For the benchmark, the high-level “Professional”
version was tested.

4.3.1.4 Fraunhofer IGD instant3Dhub
Tested Version: 2.11.3.0
instant3Dhub is a web-based viewer for several visualization formats.

4.3.2

Test Models

The test models were the JT and STEP AP242 XML models created during the translation quality benchmark.
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5		 Results
In chapter 5.1 an overview of the results of the first building block, the translation quality benchmark, is given. Following in chapter 5.2 an
overview of the results of the second building block, the viewer benchmark, is given.

5.1

Translation Quality Benchmark Results

In the following, the results for the two steps of the translation quality benchmark are presented.

5.1.1

CAD to JT and STEP AP242 XML Test Results

In the first step of the translation quality benchmark, the quality of the CAD to JT and STEP AP242 XML translations was evaluated. An
overview of the results is given in Figure 5. The tests showed very good results for the translation of geometry and product structure. In some
cases, attributes were not converted correctly, or translator information was not added. When supported, PMI annotations were completely
converted. In some cases, the visualization and organization in model views failed.

Figure 5: Overview of CAD to JT and STEP AP242 XML test results

5.1.2

JT and STEP AP242 XML to CAD Test Results

In the second step of the translation quality benchmark, the quality of JT and STEP AP242 XML to CAD translations was evaluated. An
overview of the results is given in Figure 6. Some tools did not support the import of combined STEP AP242 XML + JT assemblies to
CAD. Again, the test showed very good results for the translation of geometry. It also shows that influences of the file structure have little
impact on the assembly structure or the translation of user-defined attributes. Only with one tool, monolithic JT files were not converted to
assemblies but to parts with multiple bodies.
The import of STEP AP242 XML files and the translation of PMI from JT to CAD are not yet supported by all tested translators.
Only in one case the PMI annotations were not fully translated to the CAD format. In multiple cases, the organization with model views and
the visualization of the annotations was not as expected.
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Figure 6: Overview of JT and STEP AP242 XML to CAD test results

5.2

Viewer Benchmark Results

The tested viewers were able to load most of the files created in the translator benchmark. When files were loaded successfully, product
structure and geometry were displayed correctly. In most cases, the attributes were also displayed correctly. Although the display of PMI
is supported by all tested viewers, annotations and model views were not always displayed correctly.

Figure 7: Overview of JT and STEP AP242 XML viewer test results
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6		 Summary and Outlook
The translation quality benchmark has proven the capabilities of JT translators. It has shown that the quality and completeness of
JT translations from and to other CAD formats is very high. This regards geometrical data as well as assembly structure and metadata. It
proves that the implementations of the JT IAP v2/DIN Spec 91383 specification are as mature as the previously tested ISO 14306:2012
specification’s implementations. The benchmark also showed the reliability of translation of PMI from CAD to JT.
For the topic of PMI, improvements are expected, as several prostep ivip workgroups examine the semantics and representation of PMI
annotations as well as their usage. Results of these investigations will be used for future implementation guidelines and specifications.
Exchange of PMI across different platforms and formats will be enhanced by these activities.
Due to the close cooperation between the software vendors and testers, issues found during the testing could be directly communicated.
This allows the vendors to consider the benchmark results in the current development. With issues discussed in the JT Workflow Forum
and the JT Implementor Forum, a common understanding of the users’ requirements is achieved. Also, the discussion of issues and results
among the vendors will lead to improved interoperability between the various tools.
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